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Abstract XML path summaries are compact structures representing all the simple
parent-child paths of an XML document. Such paths have also been used in many
works as a basis for partitioning the document’s content in a persistent store, under
the form of path indices or path tables. We revisit the notions of path summaries and
path-driven storage model in the context of current-day XML databases. This context
is characterized by complex queries, typically expressed in an XQuery subset, and
by the presence of efficient encoding techniques such as structural node identifiers.
We review a path summary’s many uses for query optimization, and given them
a common basis, namely relevant paths. We discuss summary-based tree pattern
minimization and present some efficient summary-based minimization heuristics.
We consider relevant path computation and provide a time- and memory-efficient
computation algorithm. We combine the principle of path partitioning with the
presence of structural identifiers in a simple path-partitioned storage model, which
allows for selective data access and efficient query plans. This model improves the
efficiency of twig query processing up to two orders of magnitude over the similar
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tag-partitioned indexing model. We have implemented the path-partitioned storage
model and path summaries in the XQueC compressed database prototype [8]. We
present an experimental evaluation of a path summary’s practical feasibility and of
tree pattern matching in a path-partitioned store.
Keywords path summaries · path partitioning · XML databases

1 Introduction
Path summaries are classical artifacts for semistructured and XML query processing,
dating back to 1997 [24]. The path summary of an XML document is a tree, such that
every path from the root to some (internal or leaf) node in the document appears
exactly once in the summary. The original DataGuide proposal [24] made a clean
distinction between the DataGuide (or summary), which only describes the structure
of the data and can be thought of as a schema extracted from the data, and the data
store itself.
Path summaries inspired the idea of path indexes [39]: the IDs of all nodes on a
given path are clustered together and used as an index. Observe that while the index
holds actual data, the summary can be seen as a catalog of this data. The summary
is exploited at query compile time for query optimization purposes. The path index
may be accessed at query execution time, if the optimizer deems it useful. Subsequent
works have used paths as a basis for clustering the storage itself [8, 11, 28, 57] and as
a support for statistics [1, 33].
The state of the art of XML query processing advanced significantly since path
summaries were first proposed. The current availability of a standard query language
for XML, namely XQuery [52], is one significant change. Another important change
comes from the current availability of many node identification schemes with interesting properties, allowing, for instance, to determine if two nodes are structurally
related just by examining their identifiers. Such identifiers are commonly called
structural IDs [2, 40, 48], and based on them, efficient structural joins [2, 13, 49]
techniques have been developed, enabling efficient processing of XML navigation
as required by XPath and XQuery.
We revisit the notions of path summaries and path-driven storage model in the
context of current-day XML databases.
The principle of path partitioning, combined with structural identifiers, leads to a
simple path-partitioned storage model. We had introduced this model in the context
of the XQueC compressed XML database [7, 8], but in the present paper we consider
its benefits independent of data compression issues.
We review a path summary’s many uses for query optimization, such as access
method selection, query reformulation, and physical query optimization, and identify
the concept of relevant paths as a common basis for all these optimizations. We
consider in more detail two particular optimization techniques:
•

The first technique is query tree pattern minimization under the structural
constraints encapsulated in a path summary. We outline the differences between
this problem and similar schema-based minimization problems addressed by
previous works. We provide a simple minimization algorithm which, like previous algorithms, works by erasing nodes from the original pattern. Previous
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works left open the question of whether such node-erasing algorithm can find the
smallest possible pattern equivalent to the original pattern under the considered
constraints [16]. We show that under summary constraints, smaller equivalent
patterns may exist than those which can be found by erasing original pattern
nodes. This finding opens an interesting direction for future work.
The second technique involves exploiting relevant paths for choosing the data
access methods to be used to answer a query. In its most general form, this
problem is an instance of query rewriting based on materialized views, under
the constraints encapsulated by a summary. This problem has been addressed in
a separate work [35] and the resulting algorithms are quite complex. We show
that in the particular case of a path-partitioned storage model, one can easily
build query plans exhibiting selective data access and low memory needs during
processing.

All the above optimizations require the computation of relevant paths for a query,
based on a path summary. We describe a time- and memory-efficient relevant path
computation algorithm and show it improves over the simple algorithms previously
considered.
While a strongly fragmented path-partitioned store leads to good pattern matching performance, it significantly complicates the opposite task which is to construct
complex XML subtrees. While existing algorithms can be adapted to the task, they
tend to have high memory needs and are blocking. Therefore, we describe a physical
operator specifically suited to the path-partitioned model, which is pipelined and thus
eliminates these drawbacks.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally introduces path summaries
and path partitioning. Section 3 addresses query optimization based on path summaries, introduces the notion of relevant paths and provides time- and memoryefficient algorithm for computing them. Section 4 outlines query planning based on
relevant paths and focuses on the particular case of a path-partitioned store. We have
implemented the path-partitioned storage model and path summaries in the XQueC
compressed database prototype [8]. Subsequently, to be able to exploit the path
summary beyond the XQueC context, we separated our summary implementation in
a standalone library [55]. Section 5 studies the practical feasibility of path summaries,
the performance of our relevant path computation algorithms, and the performance
of tree pattern evaluation on a path-partitioned store. Section 6 compares our work
with related works, then we conclude.

2 Path summaries and path partitioning
In this section, we briefly revise the XML data model we consider and outline
structural node identifiers, on which we will rely in the sequel. Then, Section 2.2
describes path summaries, while Section 2.3 focuses on the path-partitioned XML
storage model.
2.1 Preliminaries
We view an XML document as a tree (N , E ), such that N = Nd ∪ Ne ∪ Na , where Nd
is a set consisting of exactly one document node, Ne is a non-empty set of element
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nodes and Na is a set of attribute nodes. The set of edges E respects the restrictions
imposed by the XML specification [50]. Thus, the node in Nd is the tree root and
it has exactly one child which belongs to Ne . The parent of any node in Ne ∪ Na
belongs to Ne . For ease of exposition, in the sequel we will ignore the document
node and refer to the unique Ne child of the document node as the document’s root.
All N nodes are endowed with a unique identity and with a node label, viewed as
a string. Furthermore, all N nodes have a value, which is also a string. The value of
an element node is the result of applying the XPath function text() on the node [52].
If an element has multiple text descendant nodes, the text() function concatenates
them, losing the information about their number and relative order in the document.
To avoid this, a simple extension to our model consists of making text nodes firstclass N citizens, endowed with identity. To keep our presentation simple, we omit
this in the sequel. Figure 1a depicts a sample XML document, which is a simplified
instance of an XMark [51] benchmark document.
To represent node identity, XML databases use persistent identifiers, which are
values uniquely identifying a node within a document (or, more generally, within the
whole database). We can view node identifiers (or, in short, IDs) as values obtained
by applying an injective function f : N → A, where A is a set of values. We say
the identifiers assigned by a given function f are structural if, for any nodes n1 , n2
belonging to the same document, we may decide, by comparing f (n1 ) and f (n2 ),
whether n1 is a parent/ancestor of n2 or not. A very popular structural identifier
scheme is based on tree traversals, as follows. (1) Traverse the XML tree in preorder and assign increasing integer labels 1, 2, 3 etc. to each encountered node.
We call this integer the pre label. (2) Traverse the XML tree in post-order and
similarly assign increasing integer labels to each encountered node. We call this the
post label. (3) Assign to each node a depth label corresponding to its depth in the
tree. Thus, the depth of the root is 1, the depth label of the root’s children nodes is
2 etc. (4) The identifier of each node in the XML document is the triple of its pre,
post, depth labels. This scheme was introduced in [2] for XML documents and often
used subsequently [17, 26]. For example, Figure 1a depicts (pre,post) IDs above the
elements. The depth number is omitted in the figure to avoid clutter.
Many variations on the (pre,post,depth) scheme exist. A simple variant assigns
to each element its start and end positions in the document, obtained as follows.
All opening and closing tags in the document are numbered in the order in which
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Figure 1 XMark document snippet and its path summary.
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they are found in the document 1,2,3 etc. and each element is given as start number
the number of its opening tag, and as end number the number of its closing tag.
More advanced structural IDs have been proposed, such as DeweyIDs [48] or
ORDPATHs [40]. While we use (pre,post,depth) for illustration, the reader is invited
to keep in mind that any structural ID scheme can be used.
2.2 Path summaries
The path summary S(D) of an XML document D is a tree, whose nodes are labeled
with element names from the document. The relationship between D and S(D) can
be described based on a function φ : D → S(D), recursively defined as follows:
1. φ maps the root of D into the root of S(D). The two nodes have the same label.
2. Let child(n, l) be the set of all the l-labeled XML elements in D, children of the
XML element n. If child(n, l) is not empty, then φ(n) has a unique l-labeled child
nl in S(D) and for each ni ∈ child(n, l), φ(ni ) is nl .
3. Let val(n) be the set of #PCDATA children of an element n ∈ D. Then, φ(n) has
a unique child nv labeled #text and furthermore, for each ni ∈ val(n), φ(ni ) = nv .
4. Let att(n, a) be the value of the attribute named a of element n ∈ D. Then, φ(n)
has a unique child na labeled @a and for each ni ∈ att(n, a), we have φ(ni ) = na .
Clearly, φ preserves node labels and parent-child relationships.
Paths and path numbers Let rooted path denote a path of the form /l1 /l2 /.../lk
going from the root to some (leaf or non-leaf) node of the document. In the sequel,
for simplicity, path is used to refer to a rooted path, unless otherwise specified. For
every path in D, there is exactly one node reachable by the same path in S(D).
Conversely, each node in S(D) corresponds to a path in D.
Figure 1b shows the path summary for the XML fragment at its left. We assign an
integer number to every summary path; these numbers appear in large font next to
the summary nodes, e.g. 1 for /site, 2 for /site/people etc. Thus, there is one number
for each summary node and for each path present in the document or summary; we
may interchangeably refer to one by means of another. For instance, we may say that
the XML node identified by (2,10) in Figure 1a is on path 2 in Figure 1b.
Path summaries as defined above and used in this work correspond to strong
DataGuides [24] in the particular case of tree-structured data (recall that DataGuides
were originally proposed in the context of graph-structured OEM data [24, 41]).
Similar XML documents may have the same summary. We say a document D
conforms to a summary S0 , denoted S0 |= D, if S(D) = S0 . Thus, a given summary
may be used as a repository of structural information concerning several documents
in a database.
We add some more structural information to summaries, as follows. Let S be a
summary. An enhanced summary S based on S is a tree obtained by copying S, and
labeling each edge with one symbol among 1, + and *. We say a document D conforms
to the enhanced summary S thus defined if S |= D and furthermore, for any x node
in S and y child of x:
•

If the edge x − y is labeled 1, then all D nodes on path x have exactly one child
on path y;
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If the edge x − y is labeled +, then all D nodes on path x have at least one child
on path y;
If the edge x − y is labeled *, then no information is available concerning the
number of y children of nodes on path x.

Edge labels in enhanced summaries play the role of cardinality constraints and are
used for query optimization, as Section 3 will show.
Building and storing summaries For a given document, let N denote its number of
element and attribute nodes and |S| the number of nodes in its path summary. In
the worst case, |S| = N, raising the possibility that summaries may be quite large. In
Section 5, we present empirical evidence that in many practical cases, the summary
is much smaller than the document. A summary (without edge annotations) is built
during a single traversal of the document in (N) time, using (|S|) memory [1, 24].
Summaries must be serialized and stored in the XML database’s catalog, using
some tree serialization format. Let S be a summary and x, y and z be S nodes, such
that x is the parent of y and x is an ancestor of z. Recall that x, y and z also designate
S label path starting from the root, thus we will use them in the remainder of this
section to refer to these paths. Edge annotations can be stored according to one of
the following alternatives:
1. A simple way to encode the symbol annotating the edge connecting x and y is
to associate this symbol to node y and include it in y’s serialization. We call
this encoding of edge annotations direct encoding. This encoding is simple and
compact, yet it has some disadvantages. Consider a document D such that S |= D
and let nx be a D node on path x (for each path in D, there is a node in S on
the same path, which we use to designate the path itself). To know how many
descendants on path z can nx have, we need to inspect the annotations of all
summary nodes between x and z.
2. Let u, v be two summary nodes. The up-and-down path from u to v is the shortest
sequence of S edges connecting u to v. If u is an ancestor of v, the up-and-down
path from u to v follows the edges going down from u to v. Otherwise, the upand-down path from u to v goes up from u to the closest common ancestor of u
and v, then down from that ancestor to v (thus the name).
We define the 1-partition of a summary S to be a partition of its nodes, such that
two S nodes belong to the same partition set iff all edges on the up-and-down
path between the two nodes are annotated with 1. It can be easily shown that the
1-partition of a summary is unique. Similarly, we define the +-partition of S as a
partition of the nodes of S, such that two S nodes belong to the same partition
set iff all edges on the up-and-down path connecting them are annotated with 1
or +. The +-partition of a summary S is also unique. We assign distinct integer
numbers to each 1-partition set and similarly distinct numbers to each +-partition
set. We annotate every S node with:
•
•

The number of the 1-partition set this node belongs to, denoted n1 and
The number of the +-partition set this node belongs to, denoted n+.

We serialize each node’s n1 and n+ numbers with the node. We call this approach
for encoding summary edge annotations pre-computed encoding; it simplifies
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<site symbol="1">
<people symbol="1">
<person symbol="+">
<@id symbol="1"> <name symbol="1" />
<address symbol="*">
<country symbol="1" /> <city symbol="1" />
<street symbol="1" />
</address>
</person></people>
<regions symbol="1">...
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<site n1="1" n+="1">
<people n1="1" n+="1">
<person n1="2" n+="1">
<@id n1="2" n+="1"> <name n1="2" n+="1" />
<address n1="3" n+="2">
<country n1="3" n+="2" /> <city n1="3" n+="2"
<street n1="3" n+="2" />
</address>
</person></people>
<regions n1="1" n+="1">...

Figure 2 Sample summary serializations: at left, direct encoding; at right, pre-computed encoding.

summary-based reasoning in the following sense. Consider, as previously, a
summary S, an S node x and let z be a descendent of x in S. Let D be a document
such that S |= D and let nx be a D node on path x. If (and only if) x.n1=z.n1, then
nx has exactly one descendant on path z. Similarly, nx has at least one descendant
on path z if x.n+=z.n+.
Figure 2 exemplifies direct and pre-computed encoding of edge annotations on
the summary in Figure 1b. In Figure 2, each summary node is serialized as an XML
element. Clearly, other serialization methods may be used.
Direct encoding of edge annotations requires thus 2 bits per summary node if
direct encoding is used and 2 × log2 (|S|) bits per summary node if pre-computed
encoding is used. The presence of edge annotations does not affect the time or
space complexity of summary construction; if pre-computed encoding is applied to
edge annotations, the time complexity increases by (|S|) since an extra pass on the
summary is needed.
2.3 The path-partitioned storage model
Path summaries do not store XML document contents. However, a simple storage
model for XML documents can be devised based on the document’s paths and
structural identifiers as follows.
Let D be an XML document. Each D node is assigned a structural ID. The pathpartitioned storage model consists of materializing two sets of storage structures:
•
•

For each path, an ID path sequence, which is the sequence of the structural IDs
of all D nodes on that path, in document order.
For each path an ID and value sequence, which is the sequence comprising the
(structural ID, value) pairs obtained from all D nodes on that path, in document
order.

The above model is complete, i.e., it stores all the information needed to describe
an XML document, in the sense of the data model described in Section 2.1. Figure 3
depicts some of the path-partitioned storage structures resulting from the document
in Figure 1.
XML storage structures similar to the path partitioned model have been used in
many previous works; we outline the differences between these models and ours
in Section 6.
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(1 57)
(2 10)

/site/people/person (3 7) (10 9)
/site/regions/asia/item

/site/people/person/@id

(3 7) person0

(10 9) person1

/site/people/person/name/#text

(4 1) M. Wile

(11 8) T. Limaye

/site/people/person/address/country/#text

(6 2) USA

(14 24)

Figure 3 Sample path-partitioned storage structures.

3 Path summary-based XML query optimization
In this section, we consider summary usage for XML query optimization. Section 3.1
briefly describes the query language and query patterns we consider. Section 3.2 outlines the classes of optimizations enabled by summaries and casts them in a common
light based on the notion of relevant paths for a query pattern. Section 3.3 delves into
one particular summary-enabled optimization, namely pattern minimization under
constraints. This problem is related to schema-based minimization, but as we show,
there are interesting differences. Finally, Section 3.4 addresses the performance
issues raised by relevant path sets computation and provides efficient algorithms to
this purpose.
3.1 Query language and query patterns
Query language We consider the XQuery subset Q characterized as follows.
(1) XPath{/,//,∗,[ ]} ⊂ Q, that is, any core XPath [38] belongs to Q. We allow such
XPath expressions to end with a call to the function text(), returning the text value
of the node it is applied on. This represents a subset of XPath’s absolute path
expressions, whose navigation starts from the document root. Navigation branches
enclosed in [ ] may include complex paths and comparisons between a node and a
constant c. Predicates connecting two nodes are not allowed in this class; they may
be equivalently expressed in XQuery for-where syntax (see below). (2) Let $x be
a variable bound in the query context [52] to a list of XML nodes and p be a core
XPath expression. Then, $x p belongs to Q and represents the path expression p
applied with $x’s bindings list as initial context list. This class captures relative XPath
expressions in the case where the context list is obtained from some variable bindings.
We denote the set of expressions (1) and (2) above as P , the set of path expressions.
(3) For any two expressions e1 and e2 ∈ Q, their concatenation, denoted e1 , e2 , also
belongs to Q. (4) If t is a tag and e ∈ Q, element constructors of the form t {e} /t
belong to Q. (5) All expressions of the following form belong to Q:
for $x1 in p1 , $x2 in p2 , . . . , $xk in pk
where pk+1 θ1 pk+2 and . . . and pm−1 θl pm
return q(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk )
where p1 , p2 , . . . , pk , pk+1 , . . . , pm ∈ P , any pi starts either from the root of some
document D or from a variable xl introduced in the query before pi , θ1 , . . . , θl are
some comparators, and q(x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ Q. Observe that a return clause may contain
other for-where-return queries, nested and/or concatenated and/or grouped inside
constructed elements.
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A Q query may perform one or both of the following types of processing:
(1) retrieving, from the input data, the nodes that should be part of the result;
this step may involve complex navigation, evaluation of value predicates etc. and
always produces a set of nodes or values from the input document; (2) constructing
new elements, typically including copies of the elements produced by step (1). Tree
patterns are commonly used to represent step (1). In the sequel, we outline the XAM
(XML access modules) tree pattern formalism we introduced in [4], on which this
work relies, and justify why we use it instead of similar formalisms.
XAMs A XAM is a tree pattern of the form t = (nt , et ), where nt is a set of XAM
nodes and et is a set of XAM edges. We distinguish two types of nt nodes: element
nodes and attribute nodes. The specification of each nt node consists of: a (possibly
empty) set of predicates, constraining the XML nodes that may match the XAM
node, and a (possibly empty) set of projected attributes, specifying which information
is retained by the pattern from every XML node matching the XAM node.
The predicates annotating a XAM node can be of the form: (1) [Tag = c], where
c is a node label, denoting the fact that only XML nodes having the label c will match
the node; (2) [Val θ c], when c is a constant and θ is a simple comparison operator
such as =, <, ≤ etc., denoting the fact that only XML nodes whose value satisfies this
predicate will match the node.
Each XAM node can specify between zero and four information items, that
the pattern retains from every XML node matching that node. The XAM node
labels Tag, Val, I D and Cont denote the fact that the labels (respectively, values,
identifiers, or contents) of the XML nodes matching the nt node are retained
(projected) by the XAM. The contents of an XML node denotes the full subtree
rooted at that node.
Each XAM edge is specified by a simple (respectively double) line to denote
parent-child relationships (respectively ancestor-descendant) relationships. Moreover, each edge is specified by a solid line to denote mandatory children (or
descendants), or a dashed line to denote optional children (or descendants). Finally,
each edge may be labeled n to denote that matches for the child (resp. descendant)
node at the lower end of the edge are nested inside the match for the parent (resp.
ancestor) node at the higher end of the edge.
The semantics of a XAM pattern t on a document D, denoted t(D), is a (potentially nested) relation, whose schema is determined by t, and whose content is
extracted from D. The semantics is formally defined in [4]. To make this paper selfcontained, we illustrate this via three examples in Figure 4, showing the semantics of
each pattern on the document in Figure 1 as a table underneath the pattern. Pattern
t1 has only mandatory edges, thus only one person element contributes data to t1 (D).
In t2 , the optional edge allows the second person element in Figure 1 to contribute,
although it does not have a child with a street descendant. Observe that node 3 is
optional with respect to node 2, and node 4 is mandatory with respect to node 3.
The missing child leads to a null (⊥) in t2 (D). Pattern t3 has a nested edge, and
accordingly the second attribute of t3 (D) is a nested table, containing the values of
the text descendants of every /site//asia//listitem element.
XAMs resemble generalized tree patterns (or GTPs) [16], however there are
important differences between the two. (1) The main difference is that a GTP for
a nested XQuery may consist of several nested blocks, one per for-let-where-return
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t1

1

[Tag="site"]

2

[Tag="person"]

Cont 3

5

t2

[Tag="@id"] Val

1

[Tag="site"]

2

[Tag="person"]

Cont 3

5

4

[Tag="street"]

Cont

Val
id1

1

[Tag="site"]

2

[Tag="asia"]

3

[Tag="@id"] Val

[Tag="listitem"] ID
n

4

4

[Tag="street"]
<address><country>USA</country>
<city>Tampa</city>
<street>35 McCrossin St</street>
</address>

t3

Cont
<address><country>USA</country>
<city>Tampa</city>
<street>35 McCrossin St</street>
</address>

[Tag="text"] Val
Val

Val

ID

id1

(18, 17)

Rolex
gold–plated

(20, 14)

Rolex

id2

(24, 21)

A special

Figure 4 Sample XAM patterns and their semantics on the XML document in Figure 1.

(FLWR) block, whereas a single XAM can capture several nested FLWR blocks.
As explained in [6], capturing a larger part of an XQuery with a single pattern
is preferable, since it allows to take a bigger advantage of efficient tree pattern
evaluation methods (such as e.g. using a materialized view or index matching the
pattern). In the context of the present paper, larger patterns are preferable as
they provide a larger scope for the static analysis we perform, based on the path
summary. (2) GTPs do not specify which information is retained from XML nodes
matching pattern nodes, as XAMs do. However, from an optimizer’s viewpoint, there
is significant difference between a query such as //a/text() which only requires the
values (Val) of a elements and may be answered e.g. by scanning a node value
index, and the query //a, which requires the full element contents (Cont). (3) GTPs
include universal quantifiers and value joins, while XAM patterns focus only on the
structured navigation performed by queries, which can be exploited for summarybased static analysis. Abstract Tree Patterns (APTs) [43] edges generalize GTP (and
XAM) edges by specifying how many matches for a child pattern node are allowed
for a given match of the parent node (exactly one, at least one, zero or more etc.)
We rely on XAMs for this work, mainly due to the differences denoted (1) and (2)
above, which still hold between APTs and XAMs.
3.2 Summary-based static analysis on query patterns
In this section, we outline several usages of a path summary as a static analysis tool
for query optimization. We consider a summary S (with 1 and + edge annotations)
and a query q ∈ Q and assume one or several XAM patterns have been extracted
from q as described in [6]. Each query pattern is typically analyzed in isolation. Thus,
without loss of generality, we consider only one XAM pattern t.
We say t is S-satisfiable if there exists a document Dt such that S |= Dt and t(Dt )  =
∅ (where ∅ denotes an empty table).
Let t be an S-satisfiable pattern. We say a path p ∈ S is relevant for a node x ∈ t if
and only if for some document D such that S |= D, and some D node nx on path p,
nx matches the pattern node x. Observe that the notion of path relevance does not
depend on the value predicates of t.
Several paths may be relevant for a given pattern node. For example, Figure 5
shows a sample query, its corresponding pattern, and a table comprising the set of
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Figure 5 Sample query, resulting pattern, and relevant paths for the pattern and the summary
in Figure 1.

relevant paths from the summary depicted in Figure 1 for each pattern node. Ignore
for now the shaded bubbles in the Figure; they will be discussed in Section 3.3.
Relevant path sets are organized in a tree structure, mirroring the relationships
between the nodes to which they are relevant in the pattern.
The S paths relevant for the nodes of a pattern t can be used in many ways:
1. The original DataGuide work [24] exploits them to replace wildcards (node
labels or node paths left unspecified by the user) by precise paths.
2. Relevant path sets can be used to perform query pattern minimization under
summary constraints, in the style of minimization under integrity constraints [3]
or under schema constraints [16]. While the principles are similar, the classes of
considered constraints and the minimized patterns attainable, are different. We
discuss this in Section 3.3.
3. When summaries are used in conjunction with a path index or a path-partitioned
store, the relevant paths for the tree pattern node are used to build data access
plans [8, 11, 28, 39, 57].
4. Formalisms like XAM patterns can be used to describe a large variety of the
existing proposals for XML stores, indexes, and materialized views, as well as
custom (user-defined) materialized views over a given document D [4]. In this
context, the (possibly nested) table t(D) is the data actually stored in a persistent
structure (e.g. table in a relational store, index in a native system etc.) The
relevant path sets of a storage pattern ts can be used:
•
•

To infer properties of the storage structure interesting for physical query
optimization, as [16] suggests based on schemas;
Together with the relevant path sets of a query pattern tq to determine the
usefulness of ts for the query from which tq was obtained. This generalizes
the analysis performed for path-partitioned stores or indices to storage
structures described by arbitrary XAMs.

In the following section we are going to focus on tree pattern minimization while
optimizations along the lines of 3 and 4 above will be discussed in more detail in
Section 4.
3.3 Tree pattern minimization under summary constraints
We say two patterns t1 , t2 are equivalent under the constraints of S, denoted t1 ≡ S t2 ,
if and only if t1 (D) = t2 (D) for any document D such that S |= D. Observe that this
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equality only makes sense if t1 and t2 have the same nested tables signature (leading
to the same number of attributes). More generally, one can only judge whether
t1 ≡ S t2 for a given isomorphism φ between the returned nodes of t1 (those labeled
with I D, Val or Cont) and the returned nodes of t2 .
Let t be a pattern and t be a pattern obtained from t by erasing one t node
and re-connecting the remaining nodes among themselves. If t ≡ S t, we say t is an
S-contraction of t1 . A pattern t is said to be minimal under S-contraction if and only
if no pattern t obtained from t via S-contraction satisfies t ≡ S t .
The process of minimizing a pattern t by S-contraction consists of finding all the
patterns t , minimal under S-contraction, which can be derived from t. Observe that
several such patterns t may exist. For instance, in Figure 6, the patterns t1 and t2 are
the result of minimizing the pattern t by S-contraction. No pattern obtained from
t1 or t2 by S-contraction is still equivalent to t. (Notice that a pattern of the form
//a//d//e, obtained by erasing one node from t1 or t2 , is no longer equivalent to t,
since it also returns e nodes on the path /a/d/e, which do not belong to t).
It turns out that S-contraction does not always yield the smallest possible patterns
S-equivalent to t (where pattern p1 is smaller than p2 if p1 has fewer nodes than p2 ).
For instance, in Figure 6, the pattern t is smaller than both t1 and t2 , yet t ≡ S t . The
intuitive reason is that the summary brings in more nodes than are available in the
original pattern. The process of minimizing a pattern t under S constraints consists of
finding all patterns t that are S-equivalent to t, and such that no pattern t smaller
than t is still S-equivalent to t. This may yield smaller patterns than those found by
S-contraction only.
In general, there may be more than one such smallest equivalent pattern. For
instance, if we modify the summary in Figure 6 to add a g node between the f
node and its child e, the pattern t corresponding to the query //a//g//e is also
S-equivalent to t, smaller than t1 and t2 , and t has the same size as t .
No pattern smaller than t and still S-equivalent to t can be found.
To keep the example simple, in Figure 6 we assumed no edges are annotated +
or 1. Clearly, such annotations also provide opportunities for minimization, as we
will show next.
Let us compare minimization under S constraints with minimization considered in
previous works.
Tree pattern minimization (without constraints) yields a unique minimal pattern
and can be performed in polynomial time in the size of the pattern [3]. In the presence
of constraints of the form “every a element has a b child (or descendant)”, minimization remains polynomial in the size of the pattern and a unique minimal pattern
exists [3]. A polynomial algorithm for minimization under child and descendant
constraints is also outlined in [16], and it yields a unique solution.
A different class of constraints introduced in [16] has the form “between every a
element and its c descendant, there must be a b element”. Minimization under such
constraints alone leads in polynomial time to a unique solution [16]. Minimization
under such constraints and child and descendant constraints is shown to lead, in some
cases, to several equal-size patterns [16]; the minimization algorithm of [16] only

1 Observe

that t ≡ S t requires that no returned node of t has been erased.
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Figure 6 Sample summary, a pattern t and some smaller, equivalent patterns.

applies contraction (erases nodes from the initial pattern). The question whether a
pattern smaller than these exists is left open [16].
The differences between such minimization algorithms and the ones enabled by
a summary are well illustrated by Figure 6. This example shows that minimization
under S constraints, whether by S-contraction or in the general case, does not lead to
a unique solution. The question left open in [16] is answered by t in Figure 6: smaller
patterns than can be found by contraction (as described in [16]) do exist, and there
may be several such patterns of equal size.
It is also worth pointing out that summary constraints have finer granularity than
child and descendant constraints at tag level, considered in [3, 16]. Consider e.g. a
constraint like “between every b element and its d descendant, there must be a c
element”, implied by the summary in Figure 6, and which could be exploited by the
algorithm in [16]. If we add a d child to the b summary node, the constraint no longer
holds, thus the algorithm of [16] cannot even find t1 . However, t1 would still be an
S-equivalent rewriting of t under the constraints of the modified S.
We have thus identified two minimization problems under summary constraints,
which, to our knowledge, have not been considered in previous works: minimization
by contraction and general minimization (which may bring in nodes not present in
the original pattern, such as the t node labeled f in Figure 6).
A simple algorithm for minimization by S-contraction consists of trying to erase
pattern nodes (that are not annotated with Val θ c or with Val, I D nor Cont), and
checking if the pattern thus obtained is still equivalent to the original one. An
algorithm for deciding pattern equivalence under summary constraints is provided
in [35]. However, performing a large number of equivalence tests may be considered
expensive, making some faster techniques desirable. Pattern minimization under S
constraints in the general case is an area where we expect to work in the future.
We now show how two simple minimization techniques (using useless paths and
trivial existential node paths) , initially proposed in [16] based on constraints at tag
level, can be exploited to reduce pattern size under summary constraints. These
techniques are interesting as they can be very efficiently applied based on relevant
path sets (for which, in turn, we developed efficient computation algorithms). Thus,
some minimization is applied at a very low price, piggy-backed on the efficient
process of relevant path computation (which has many other useful uses).
We recall to the reader’s attention the pattern and its relevant paths depicted in
Figure 5.
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Useless paths The path 14, relevant for the pattern node 4, has no impact on the
query result, on a document conforming to the path summary in Figure 1. This is
because: (1) the pattern node 4 is not annotated with Val or Cont, thus its data is
not returned by the query; (2) it follows from the path summary that every element
on path 12 (relevant for the pattern node 2) has exactly one child on path 14. This
can be seen by checking on the summary annotations (recall Figure 1). Thus, query
evaluation does not need to find bindings for the variable $d (to which the pattern
node 4 corresponds).
In general, a path px relevant for a pattern node nx corresponding to a “for”
variable $x is useless as soon as the following two conditions are met:
1. nx is not annotated with Val or Cont;
2. If nx has a parent n y in the query pattern, let p y be the path relevant for n y ,
ancestor of px . Then, all summary nodes on the path from some child of p y ,
down to px , must be annotated with the symbol 1. If, on the contrary, nx does
not have a parent in the query pattern, then all nodes from the root of the path
summary to px must be annotated with 1.
Such a useless path px is erased from its path set. In Figure 5, once 14 is found
useless, 12 will point directly to the paths 17 and 21 in the relevant set for the pattern
node 6.
Trivial existential node paths We say a pattern node is existential if neither this node
nor its descendants in the pattern are annotated with Val, Cont, or a value predicate.
The path summary in Figure 1 guarantees that every XML element on path 12 has
at least one descendant on path 22. This is shown by the 1 or + annotations on all
paths between 12 and 22. In this case, we say 22 is a trivial path for the existential
node 3. If the annotations between 12 and 20 are also 1 or +, path 20 is also trivial.
The execution engine does not need to check, on the actual data, which elements on
path 12 actually have descendants on paths 20 and 22: we know they all do. Thus,
paths 20 and 22 are discarded from the set of pattern node 3.
In general, let px be a path relevant for an existential node nx ; this node must have
a closest non-existential ancestor n y in the pattern. There must be a path p y relevant
for n y , such that p y is an ancestor of px . We say px is a trivial path if the following
conditions hold:
1. For all paths p y as described above, all summary nodes between p y and px are
annotated with either 1 or +.
2. All paths descendant of px , and relevant for nodes below nx in the query pattern,
are trivial.
3. No value predicate is applied on nx or its descendants.
A trivial path as px above is eliminated from the relevant path set of node nx .
For the query pattern in Figure 5, the trivial and useless paths are those shaded
in grey.
Pattern contraction based on path pruning After pruning out useless and trivial
paths, nodes left without any relevant path are eliminated from the pattern. For the
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query pattern in Figure 5b, this yields exactly the result in Figure 5c from which the
grey-dotted paths, and their pattern nodes, have been erased.
Observe that the relevant path sets of a pattern node n may be diminished, yet
not empty. In this case, n remains in the pattern, and its reduced path set may be
exploited by the optimizer to construct a data access plan for n that reads less data
than if the original path set had been kept. The ability of the optimizer to do so
depends on the storage model chosen; in particular, the path-partitioned storage
model does allow such optimization. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.
3.4 Computing relevant paths
Having defined relevant paths, the question is how to efficiently compute them.
Given a summary S and a pattern p, we have defined relevant paths based on the
set of documents conforming to S. The basic observation underlying summary-based
optimization since the DataGuide work [24] is that relevant paths can be computed
by evaluating the tree pattern over the path summary (patterns like GTPs [16] or
XAMs [4] require simple modifications to handle optional edges).
A straightforward method is a recursive parallel traversal of S and q, checking
ancestor conditions for a path to be relevant for a pattern node during the descent
in the traversal [1, 24]. When a path p satisfies the ancestor conditions for a
pattern node n, the summary subtree rooted in pn is checked for descendant paths
corresponding to the required children of n in the pattern. This simple method is
suboptimal in terms of running time, since it may traverse a summary node more
than once. For instance, consider the query //asia//parlist//listitem: on the summary in
Figure 1, the subtree rooted at path 19 will be traversed once to check descendants
of path 15, and once to check descendants of the path 18.
A more efficient method consists of performing a single traversal of the summary
and collecting potentially relevant paths that satisfy the ancestor path constraints,
but not necessarily (yet) the descendant path constraints. When the summary subtree
rooted at a potentially relevant path has been fully explored, we check if the
required descendant paths have been found during the exploration. Summary node
annotations are also collected during the same traversal, to enable identification of
useless and trivial paths. This algorithm may run: (1) on the in-memory summary,
which has the drawback of requiring (|S|) memory space; (2) more efficiently,
traversing the summary in streaming fashion, using only O(h) memory (where h is
the summary height) to store the state of the traversal.
A remaining problem of such a time-efficient method concerns the total size of
the relevant path sets. Figure 7 illustrates this on a summary S of size s, and a
pattern q having k nodes, all of which are annotated Val. All pattern node labels
are unspecified. A straightforward evaluation of q over S, as envisioned in [1, 24],
computes a set of k-tuples of the form t = ( p1 , p2 , . . . , pk ), such that for any 1 ≤ j ≤
k, p j is a relevant path for q’s node j, and for any 1 ≤ j ≤ (k − 1), p j is an ancestor of
p j+1 . For the pattern q in Figure 7, there will be k! × (s − k)!/s! such tuples (assuming
s ≥ k, which we expect is the frequent case). Some of these tuples are shown close
to q, at its right, in Figure 7. In general, ancestor-descendant edges and unspecified
pattern node labels may lead to large sets of relevant path tuples.
While such computations apply on summaries which are typically much smaller
than the database, some combinations of summaries and queries can still lead to large
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Figure 7 Sample query pattern and relevant path sets: at the center, relevant path tuples; at right,
paths encoded on stacks (see Algorithm 1).

memory needs. Relevant path identification is just one among many steps needed
during query optimization, and therefore it should be frugal with both running time
and needed memory, especially in a multi-user, multi-document database. Therefore,
a compact encoding of relevant path sets is needed.
Algorithm 1 shows how to compute relevant paths in a single streaming summary
traversal, encoding the answers in a space-efficient way to avoid an explosion in
answer size. Algorithm 1 runs in two phases.
Phase 1 (finding relevant paths) traverses the summary, and applies Algorithm 2
whenever entering a summary node and Algorithm 3 when leaving the node.
Algorithm 1 uses one stack for every pattern node, denoted stacks(n). Potentially

Algorithm 1: Finding minimal relevant path sets
Input : query pattern
Output: the minimal set of relevant paths
for each pattern node
/*
Phase 1: finding relevant paths
/* Create one stack for each pattern node:
1 foreach pattern node
do
2
stacks(n) new stack
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

*/
*/

currentPath
Traverse the path summary in depth-first order:
foreach node visited for the first time do
Run algorithm beginSummaryNode
foreach node whose exploration is finished do
Run algorithm endSummaryNode
/*
Phase 2: minimizing relevant path sets
foreach node in do
foreach stack entry in stacks(n) do
if is existential and
all1or+(se.parent.path, se.path) then
is trivial. Erase and its descendants from the stack.
if

*/

is a for var. and and its desc. are not boxed and all1(se.parent.path,se.path) then
is useless. Erase from stacks(n) and
connect
s parent to s children, if any

paths(n)

paths in all remaining entries in stacks(n)
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Algorithm 2: beginSummaryNode
Input: current path summary node labeled
/* Uses the shared variables currentPath, stacks
1 currentPath
;
/* Look for pattern query nodes which may match:
2 foreach pattern node
s.t. matches s label do
/* Check if the current path is found in the correct context wrt :
3
if (1) is the topmost node in , or (2) has a parent node , stacks(n ) is not empty, and
stacks(n ).top is open then
4
if the level of currentPath agrees with the edge above , and with the level of
stacks(n ).top then
/* The current path may be relevant for , so create a candidate entry for stacks(n):
5
stack entry se new entry(currentPath)
6
se.parent stacks(n ).top
7
if stacks(n) is not empty and stacks(n).top is open then
8
se.selfParent stacks(n).top
else
se.selfParent

9
10
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*/
*/
*/

*/

null

se.open true
stacks(n).push(se)

11
12

relevant paths are gathered in stacks and eliminated when they are found irrelevant,
useless, or trivial. An entry in stacks(n) consists of:
•
•
•

•

•

A path (in fact, the path number).
A parent pointer to an entry in the stack of n’s parent, if n has a parent in the
pattern, and null otherwise.
A selfparent pointer. This points to a previous entry on the same stack, if that
entry’s path number is an ancestor of this one’s, or null if such an ancestor does
not exist at the time when the entry has been pushed. Self-pointers allow to
compactly encode relevant path sets.
An open flag. This is set to true when the entry is pushed, and to false when all
descendants of p have been read from the path summary. Notice that we cannot
afford to pop the entry altogether when it is no longer open, since we may need
it for further checks in Algorithm 3 (see below).
A set of children pointers to entries in n’s children’s stacks.
Algorithm 3: endSummaryNode
Input: current path (node in the path summary), labeled
/* Uses the shared variables currentPath, stack
1 foreach query pattern node
s.t. stacks(n) contains an entry for currentPath do
/* Check if currentPath has descendants in the stacks of non-optional children:
2
foreach non-optional child of do
3
if has no children in stacks(n ) then
4
if
then
5
connect children to
6
pop from stacks(n)
7
8
9
10

else
pop from stacks(n)
pop all descendant entries from their stack

*/
*/
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Figure 7 (right) shows the content of all stacks after relevant path sets have been
computed for the pattern q in the same figure. Bidirectional arrows between stacks
represent parent and children pointers; vertical arrows between nodes in the same
stack represent selfparent pointers, which we explain shortly.
In Algorithm beginSummaryNode, when a summary node (say p) labeled t starts,
we need to identify pattern nodes n for which p may be relevant. The final tag in
p must be t or ∗ in order to match a t-labeled pattern node. Moreover, at the time
when traversal enters p, there must be an open, potentially relevant path for n’s
parent which is an ancestor of p. This can be checked by verifying that there is an
entry on the stack of n , and that this entry is open. If n is the top node in the pattern,
if it should be a direct child of the root, then so should p. If both conditions are met,
an entry is created for p, and connected to its parent entry (lines 5-6).
The selfparent pointers, set at the lines 7–10 of Algorithm 2, allow sharing children
pointers among node entries in the same stack. For instance, in the relevant path sets
in Figure 7, node a1 in the stack of pattern node 1 only points to a2 in the stack of
pattern node 2, even though it should point also to nodes a3 , . . . , as in the stack of
pattern node 2, given that these paths are also descendants of a1 . The information
that these paths are children of the a1 entry in the stack 1 is implicitly encoded by the
selfparent pointers of nodes further up in the stack 1: if path a3 is a descendant of the
a2 entry in this stack, then a3 is implicitly a descendant of the a1 entry also.
This stack encoding via selfparent guarantees relevant paths are encoded in only
O(|q| × |S|) space. Our experimental evaluation in Section 5 shows that this upper
bound is very relaxed. The encoding is inspired from the Holistic Twig Join [13]. The
differences are: (1) we use it when performing a single streaming traversal over the
summary, as opposed to joining separate disk-resident ID collections; (2) we use it
on the summary, at a smaller scale, not on the data itself. However, as we show in
Section 5, this encoding significantly reduces space consumption in the presence of
large summaries. This is important, since real-life systems are not willing to spend
significant resources for optimization.
In line 11 of Algorithm 2, the new entry se is marked as open, to signal that
subsequent matches for children of n are welcome, and pushed in the stack.
Algorithm endSummaryNode, before finishing the exploration of a summary node
p, checks and may decide to erase the stack entries generated from p. A stack
entry is built with p for a node n when p has all the required ancestors. However,
endSummaryNode still has to check whether p had all the required descendants.
Entry se must have at least one child pointer towards the stacks of all required
children of n; otherwise, se is not relevant and is discarded. In this case, its descendant
entries in other stacks are also discarded, if these entries are not indirectly connected
(via a selfparent pointer) to an ancestor of se. If they are, then we connect them
directly to se.selfparent and discard only se (lines 4-9).
The successive calls to beginPathSummaryNode and endPathSummaryNode lead
to entries being pushed on the stacks of each query node. Some of these entries
left on the stacks may be trivial or useless; we were not able to discard them
earlier, because they served as “witnesses” that validate their parent entries (check
performed by Algorithm 3).
Phase 2 (minimizing relevant path sets) in Algorithm 1 goes over the relevant sets
and prunes out the trivial and useless entries. The predicate all1( px , p y ) returns true
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if all nodes between px and p y in the path summary are annotated with 1. Similarly,
all1or+ checks if the symbols are either 1 or +. Useless entries are “short-circuited”,
just like Algorithm 3 did for irrelevant entries. At the end of this phase, the entries
left on the stack are the minimal relevant path set for the respective node.
Evaluating all1 and all1or+ takes constant time if the pre-computed encoding is
used (Section 2). With the basic encoding, Phase 2 traverses the summary again (for
readability, Algorithm 1 does not show it this way). For every px and p y such that
Phase 2 requires evaluating all1( px , p y ) and all1or+( px , p y ), the second summary
traversal verifies the annotations of paths from px to p y using constant memory.
Overall time and space complexity The time complexity of Algorithm 1 depends
linearly on |S|. For each path, some operations are performed for each query pattern
node for which the path may be relevant. In the worst case, this means a factor of |q|.
The most expensive among these operations is checking that an entry had at least one
child in a set of stacks. If we cluster an entry’s children by their stack, this has (|q|)
time complexity. Putting these together, we obtain (|S| × |q|2 ) time complexity.
The space complexity in O(|S| × |q|) for encoding the path sets. In practice, path sets
are much smaller, as Section 6 shows.

4 Query planning and processing based on relevant path sets
We have shown how to obtain for every query pattern node n, a set of relevant
paths paths(n). A large family of existing XML storage, indexing and materialized
view proposals can be described by XAM patterns [4]. This family includes, e.g.,
the relational tables described in [23], the different storage strategies of [47], tag
indexes [29, 36], path indexes [11, 36], and the materialized views exploited in [10, 56].
•
•
•

Consider an index grouping IDs by the element tags, as in [29] or the LIndex
in [36]. A single-node pattern can be drawn for each tag t in the document,
labeled with [Tag = t] and with I D.
A path index such as PIndex [36] or a path-partitioned store [11] provides access
to data from one path at a time.
A view expressed in core XPath as in [56] also yields a XAM pattern.

Let storage structure designate any among: a storage structure (e.g. a table
in [23, 47]), an index (e.g. tag index [29]), or a materialized view (e.g. an XPath
view [56]). Let ps be a XAM pattern describing such a storage structure, and consider
a summary S and a document D such that S |= D.
As explained before, a query q ∈ Q yields one or more XAM patterns pq . The
task of access method selection when processing q consists of choosing among all the
available storage structures, the ones to use to answer q. This implies (1) finding all
such suitable structures, and (2) choosing among the possible alternatives, presumably with the help of some cost model.
Consider one query pattern pq and a pq node nq labeled with Val or Cont
(intuitively, nq represents some data that the query must return). A storage structure
described by a pattern ps can be used to provide some of the data required by nq if
and only if ps has a node ns , such that the relevant paths of nq and the (descendants
of) relevant paths of ns have a non-empty intersection.
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The relevant paths of ns may be a superset of nq ’s paths (e.g. if the query is /a/b ,
ps is a materialized view of the form //b , and the summary implies b elements occur
on paths /a/b and /a/c/b ). The opposite can also arise, i.e. the relevant paths of nq
are a superset of ns ’s paths. To see why we compare the paths of nq with descendants
of ns ’s relevant paths observe that if ns is labeled Cont, one can extract from the
storage structure ts all descendants of elements matching ns by XPath navigation.
In the most general case, enumerating the ways in which the data required by a
query pattern pq can be computed out of the storage patterns p1s , p2s , . . . , pns amounts
to query rewriting under summary constraints and is addressed in [35]. Section 4.1
considers a particular case where this rewriting problem is very simple, namely when
a path-partitioned storage model is used, and shows it can lead to time- and memoryefficient query execution plans. Such plans are enabled by the high fragmentation
degree of the path partitioned model, which understandably raises problems when
complex XML subtrees must be returned. Section 4.2 discusses efficient algorithms
for this purpose.
4.1 Constructing query plans on a path-partitioned store
With a path-partitioned store, IDs and/or values from every path are individually
accessible. In this case, the general access method selection approach becomes:
(1) construct access plans for every query pattern node, by merging the corresponding ID or value sequences (recall the logical storage model from Figure 3);
(2) combine such access plans as required by the query, via structural joins, semijoins,
and outerjoins. To build a complete query plan (QEP), the remaining steps are:
(3) for every relevant path pret of an expression appearing in a “return” clause,
reconstruct the subtrees rooted on path pret ; (4) re-assemble the output subtrees in
the new elements returned by the query. For example, Figure 8 depicts a QEP for the
sample query from Figure 5. In this QEP, IDs(n) designates an access to the sequence
of structural IDs on path n, while IDsAndVal(n) accesses the (ID, value) pairs where
IDs identify elements on path n, and values are text children of such elements. The
left semi-join (<) and the right outer-joins () are structural, i.e. they combine
inputs based on parent-child or ancestor-descendant relationships between the IDs
they contain. Many efficient algorithms for structural join exist [2, 13]; we are only
concerned here with the logical operator.
The plan in Figure 8 is directly derived from the relevant path sets from Figure 5c
and the query. The selection σ has been taken from the query, while the Merge
fuses the information from the two relevant paths for $2 (emph element). The final

Figure 8 Complete QEP for
the query in Figure 5.

XMLize

Merge
IDsAndVal(17)
IDsAndVal(13)
IDsAndVal(21)
IDs(12)

σ val="gold"
IDsAndVal(23)
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XMLize operator assembles the pieces of data in a result. Section 4.2 studies this in
more detail.
We do not delve into more plan construction detail, as the process is similar to
the one described in [16]. The difference is that QEPs built on a path-partitioned
store benefit from relevant paths to access only a very small subset of the data. For
instance, with path partitioning only asian item IDs are read, whereas in [16] (which
uses a tag index) all item IDs need to be read. In the query planning approach of [43],
which builds on [16], data structures manipulated during query processing include
(pointers to) subtrees in a persistent tree store. The path partitioned model does not
include a persistent tree, and the corresponding QEPs only manipulate IDs until the
last stage in the plan (which reconstructs full trees). The advantage of manipulating
IDs only is to avoid scanning from the disk useless sub-elements. For instance, our
approach does not need to read item description elements, which are quite large. The
disadvantage of not having a persistent tree lies in the difficulty to assemble complex
XML elements in the output (addressed in Section 4.2).
Thus, the path partitioned storage model, coupled with a summary and with
relevant path computation on query patterns, leads to efficient query plans. These
plans access less data than if the common tag-based index is used [16, 22, 29, 43],
manipulate small intermediary results (mostly IDs), and (like the plans built in [16,
43]) can scale up well in the input data size, due to the usage of efficient structural
join operators [2]. More specialized indexes or views can clearly be added on top of
a path-partitioned store; we simply aim here at highlighting the opportunities of the
basic model.
Physical optimizations We end this section by showing how physical optimization
techniques previously presented [16, 42] are directly supported by relevant path sets.
Path expressions used in XPath and XQuery need to return duplicate-free lists of
nodes. Let op1 , op2 be two operators, such that op1 .X and op2 .Y contain structural
IDs. The outputs of op1 and op2 are ordered by the document order reflected by
X, resp. Y, and are assumed duplicate-free. Assume we need to find the op2 .Y IDs
that are descendants of some op1 .X IDs. If an ID y0 from op2 .Y has two different
ancestors in op1 .X, the result of the structural join op1 op2 will contain y0 twice.
If the X column was not needed after the join, a duplicate elimination operator is
required on the Y column. Moreover, the join result order depends on the physical
algorithm employed [2], and may or may not fit the order requirements for the other
query operators (e.g. other structural joins). This may bring the need for explicit Sort
operators subsequently. Consider the particular case when op1 .X contains IDs of
elements of a single tag a and op2 .Y contains IDs of elements of a single tag b . In
this case, it has been shown [16] that if the schema implies that a elements cannot
have a descendants, no duplicate elimination or sort is needed, as the join output is
duplicate-free and follows both op1 .X and op2 .Y orders.
Relevant path sets allow generalizing this observation. Consider, as before, a
structural join of the form op1  X anc Y op2 , where the join checks whether IDs from
op1 .X correspond to ancestors of elements in op2 .Y. If, for any two possible paths
p1 , p2 of element whose IDs are in op1 .X, p1 is not an ancestor p2 , then the output
does not contain duplicate values in the X or Y columns, and its order respects
both the X and Y input orders. In particular, if op1 is IDs( p) for some path p, this
condition is satisfied, unlike the case when all element IDs are stored together [49, 57]
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or partitioned by the tags [29]. This order descriptor of the storage can be given as
input to an optimization algorithm handling complex orders as described in [42].
Finally, group-by and duplicate elimination avoidance techniques have been
proposed based on schema-derived cardinality constraints of the form “every a
element has at most one b descendant” [16]. Relevant path sets enable the same
class of optimization at the finer granularity of paths.
Observe that relevant paths may enable some more optimizations than a schema
does, in the case where the schemas are loosely specified. For instance, the DBLP
DTD (http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/) does not state that a phdthesis has
exactly one author child (which for obvious reasons is always the case), whereas
the DBLP summary does capture this. Moreover, associating relevant paths to
patterns allows such optimizations in the general case, even if the pattern is loosely
specified. For instance, given the query /dblp/*[school=”U.Florida”]/author, relevant
path computation shows that the * node can only be labeled masterthesis or phdthesis
(since these are the only DBLP publications having school children elements), and
that such elements have only one author child.
4.2 Reconstructing XML elements
The biggest performance issues regarding a path-partitioned store are connected to
the task of reconstructing complex XML subtrees, since the data has been partitioned
vertically. In this section, we study algorithms for gathering and gluing together data
from multiple paths when building XML output.
A first approach is to adapt the SortedOuterUnion [47] method for exporting
relational data in XML to a path-partitioned setting with structural IDs. The plan
in Figure 8 does just this: the components of the result (name and emph elements)
are gathered via two successive structural outerjoins. In general, the plan may be
more complex. For instance, consider the query:
for $x in //item return <res> {$x//keyword} {$x//emph} </res>

The plan in Figure 9a cannot be used for this query, because it introduces multivalued dependencies [21]: it multiplies all emph elements by all their keyword cousins,
while the query asks for the keyword and emph descendants of a given item to
be concatenated (not joined among themselves). The plan in Figure 9b solves this
problem, however, it requires materializing the item identifiers (highlighted in grey),
to feed them as inputs in two separate joins.
If the materialization is done on disk, it breaks the execution pipeline and slows
down the evaluation. If it is done in memory, the execution will likely be faster, but
complex plans end up requiring more and more materialization. For instance, the
simple query //person leads to the plan in Figure 9c, where the IDs on both paths 3
(person) and 5 (address) need to be materialized to avoid erroneous multiplication
of their descendants by successive joins. The sub-plan surrounded by a dotted line
reconstructs address elements, based on city, country and street. The complete plan
puts back together all components of person.
The I/O complexity of this method is driven by the number of intermediate
materialization steps and the size of the materialized results. Elements on path x must
be materialized if they must be combined with multiple children, and some child path
y of x is not annotated with 1. Some IDs are materialized multiple times, after joins
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OuterUnion
Merge

...

Merge

...

Merge

IDsAndVal(emph)

...

IDs(item) IDsAndVal(keyword)

Merge

...

Merge

...

Merge

OuterUnion

c

...

IDsAndVal(emph) IDs(item) IDsAndVal(keyword)
OuterUnion
IDsAndVal(9)
IDsAndVal(8)
IDsAndVal(4)
IDsAndVal(6)

IDs(5)

IDsAndVal(7)

IDsAndVal(3/@id) IDs(3)

Figure 9 Sample outer-union QEPs with structural joins.

with descendant IDs at increasing nesting level. For instance, in Figure 9, person IDs
are materialized once, and then a second time after being joined with address IDs.
In the worst case, assuming IDs on all paths in the subtree to be reconstructed must
be materialized on disk, this leads to O(N × h/B) I/O complexity, where B is the
blocking factor and h the document height. If in-memory materialization is used, the
memory consumption is in O(N × h). The time complexity is also O(N × h).
To reduce the space requirements, we devise a physical operator specialized
for the path-partitioned store, named Reconstruct. It reads in parallel the ordered
sequences of structural IDs and (ID, value) pairs from all the paths to recombine,
and produces directly textual output in which XML markup (tags) and values taken
from the inputs are concatenated in the right order. The Reconstruct takes this order
information:
•

•

From the path summary: children elements must be nested inside parent elements. Thus, a person tag must be output (and a person ID read from IDs(3))
before the name child of that person, and a /name tag must be output (thus, all
values from IDsAndVal(4) must have been read and copied) before the /person
tag can be output.
From the structural IDs themselves: after an opening person tag, the first child
of person to be reconstructed in the output comes from the path n, such that the
next structural ID in the stream IDs(n) is the smallest among all structural ID
streams corresponding to children of person elements.

Figure 10a outlines a Reconstruct-based plan, and Figure 10b zooms in into
the Reconstruct itself (the shaded area). Reconstruct uses one buffer slot to store
the current structural ID and the current (ID, value) pair from every path which
contributes some data to the output. The IDs are used to dictate output order, as
explained above; the values are actually output, properly nested into markup. The
buffers are connected by thin lines; their interconnections repeat exactly the path
summary tree rooted at person in Figure 1.
A big advantage of Reconstruct is that it does not build intermediate results. Thus,
it has a smaller memory footprint than the SortedOuterUnion approach. Contrast the
QEPs in Figures 9b and 10b: the former needs to build address elements separately,
while the latter combines all pieces of content directly. A second advantage is that the
Reconstruct is pipelined, unlike the SortedOuterUnion, which materializes person
and address IDs.
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IDs(6) IDsAndVal(6)

struct.ID struct.ID,val
IDs(7) IDsAndVal(7)

struct.ID struct.ID,val
IDs(8) IDsAndVal(8)

Figure 10 Reconstruct plans for //person on XMark data.

The Reconstruct has O(N) time complexity. It needs one buffer page to read from
every path which contributes some data to the output. Thus, it has O(n) memory
needs, where n is the number of paths from which data is combined. Especially for
large documents, n  N ∗ h/B, thus the Reconstruct is much more memory-efficient
than the SortedOuterUnion approach.

5 Experimental evaluation
We have implemented path summaries and the path-partitioned storage model
within the XQueC system [7, 8]. Subsequently, we isolated XQueC’s path summary
construction and manipulation algorithms in a standalone Java library called XSum
(available for download [55]) in order to use it in other projects. This section
describes our experience exploiting summaries, alone or in conjunction with a pathpartitioned store.
Experiments are carried on a Latitude D800 laptop, with a 1.4 GHz processor,
1 GB RAM, running RedHat 9.0. We use XQueC’s path-partitioned storage system [7], developed based on the popular persistent storage library BerkeleyDB from
www.sleepycat.com. The store uses B+-trees and provides efficient access to the IDs
or (ID,val) pairs from a given path in document order. All our development is Javabased; we use the Java HotSpot VM 1.5.0. All times are averaged over 5 runs.
5.1 Summary size
In this section, we study summary sizes for a variety of XML documents: some are
obtained from [54], to which we add a set of XMarkn documents produced by the
XMark data generator [51] to the size of n MB, and two DBLP snapshots from
2002 and 2005 (http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/). Table 1 shows the document sizes, number of document nodes N, number of summary nodes |S|, and the
ratio |S|/N.
For all but the TreeBank document, the summary has at most a few hundreds
of nodes and is 3 to 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the document. As the
XMark and DBLP documents grow in size, their respective summaries grow very
little. Intuitively, the structural complexity of a document tends to level out as more
data is added, even for complex documents such as XMark, with 12 levels of nesting,
recursion etc. TreeBank, although not the biggest document, has the largest summary
(also, the largest we could find for real-life data sets). TreeBank is obtained from
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Table 1 Sample XML documents and their path summaries.
Doc.

UW Course

Shakespeare

Nasa

Treebank

SwissProt

Size
N
|S|
|S|/N

3 MB
84,051
18
2.1×10−4

7.5 MB
179,690
58
3.2×10−4

24 MB
476,645
24
5.0×10−5

82 MB
2,437,665
338,738
1.3×10−1

109 MB
2,977,030
117
3.9×10−5

Doc.

XMark11

XMark111

XMark233

DBLP (2002)

DBLP (2005)

Size
N
|S|
|S|/N

11 MB
206,130
536
2.4×10−3

111 MB
1,666,310
548
3×10−4

233 Mb
4,103,208
548
1.3×10−4

133 MB
3,736,406
145
3.8×10−5

280 MB
7,123,198
159
2.2×10−5

natural language text, into which tags were inserted to isolate parts of speech. While
we believe such documents are rare, robust algorithms for handling such summaries
are needed, if path summaries are to be included in XML databases.
We now consider the sizes attained by serialized stored summaries. Two choices
must be made: (1) XML or binary serialization, and (2) direct or precomputed
encoding of parent-child cardinalities (Section 2), for a total of four options. XML
serialization is useful since summaries may be easily inspected by the user, e.g.
in a browser. Summary nodes are serialized as elements and their annotations as
attributes with 1-character names. Binary serialization yields more compact summaries; summary node names are dictionary-encoded, summary nodes and their
labels are encoded at byte level. Pre-computed serialization is more verbose than
the direct one, since n1 and n+ labels may occupy more than 1 and + labels.
Table 2 shows the smallest serialized summary sizes (binary with direct encoding).
Properly encoded, information-rich summaries are much smaller than the document:
2 to 6 orders of magnitude smaller, even for the large TreeBank summary (recall
Table 1).
We measured XML-based summary encodings for the documents in Table 2 and
found they are 2 to 5 times larger than the direct binary one. We also measured the
size of the binary pre-computed summaries and found it always within a factor of 1.5
of the direct binary one, which is quite compact.
A path summary is built during a single traversal of the document, using O(|S|)
memory [1, 24]. We gather 1 and + labels during summary construction and traverse
the summary again if the pre-computed encoding is used, making for (N + |S|)
time and (|S|) memory. As a simple indication, the time to build and serialize the
summary of the 280 MB DBLP document (in XML format) is 45 s.

Table 2 Serialized summary sizes (binary format, direct encoding).
Doc.

Shakespeare

XMark11

XMark233

SwissProt

DBLP 2005

TreeBank

Size (MB)
Binary, direct (KB)
Binary, direct / size

7.5
0.68
8×10−5

11
4.85
4×10−4

233
4.95
2×10−5

109
3.11
2×10−5

280
1.62
5×10−6

82
2318.01
3×10−2
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Table 3 Computing relevant paths for the XMark queries.
Query and time
Query no.
Time (ms)
Query no.
Time (ms)

1
14
11
28

2
14
12
28

3
14
13
14

4
15
14
14

5
14
15
15

6
14
16
16

7
14
17
15

8
29
18
14

9
46
19
15

10
29
20
14

5.2 Relevant path computation
We now study the performance of the relevant path set computation algorithm from
Section 3.4. Computing the relevant paths for a tree pattern is part of the query
optimization stage and it only involves the summary (no access to the persistent
repository takes place).
The setting for these measures is the following. Summaries for the XMark111 and
Treebank document have been previously computed and serialized in binary format,
using the pre-computed encoding. We use the XMark111 summary as representative
of the moderate-sized ones and Treebank as the largest (see Table 2). For the
measure, the file containing the serialized summary is opened and traversed by an
event-based parser we wrote. The parser computes the relevant paths as described
in the algorithm from Section 3.4. We measure the time taken by this traversal and
computation.
Table 3 shows the relevant path computation time on patterns resulting from the
20 queries of the XMark benchmark [51], on the XMark111 summary. The query
patterns have between 5 and 18 nodes. Path computation is very fast and takes less
than 50 ms, demonstrating its scalability with complex queries.
We now measure the impact of the serialization format on the relevant path
computation time. Table 4 shows this time for the XMark queries 1 and 9, for which
Table 3 has shown path computation is fastest, resp. slowest. Path computation on
an XML-ized summary is about four to five times slower than on the binary format,
reflecting the impact of the time to read the summary itself. The running time on
a pre-computed summary is about half of the running time on a direct-encoded
one. This is because with direct encoding, path set minimization requires a second
summary traversal, as explained in Section 3. The space saving of the binary, direct
encoding over the binary pre-computed encoding (less than 50%) is overcome by
the penalty direct encoding brings during relevant path sets computations. We thus
conclude the binary, pre-computed encoding offers the best time-space compromise
and will focus on this one only from now on. If the optimizer caches query plans,
however, the binary direct encoding may be preferable.

Table 4 Impact of summary serialization format on relevant path computation time.
Query no.

XML dir. (ms)

XML pre-cp. (ms)

bin. dir. (ms)

bin. pre-cp (ms)

1
9

73.0
255.7

37.0
133.6

22.3
98.6

14.2
46.4
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Table 5 XPath renditions of query patterns on TreeBank data.
Renditions of query patterns

TKn: //S/VP/(NP/PP)n /NP T0: //A T1: //NP T2: //NNP
T3: //WHADVP T4: //NP//NNP T5: //S[NPP][ _COMMA_ ]/PP
T6: //ADJP/PP/NP
T7: /FILE/EMPTY/S[VP/S]/NP/VP

We now consider the TreeBank summary (in binary pre-computed encoding) and
a set of query patterns, shown in Table 5 as XPath queries for simplicity (however,
we compute relevant path sets for all query nodes). Treebank tags denote parts of
speech, such as S for sentence, VP for verb phrase, NP for noun phrase etc. TKn
denotes a parameterized family of queries taken from [14], where the steps /NP/PP
are repeated n times. Figure 11 (left) shows the times to compute the relevant paths
for these queries. Due to the very large summary (2.3 MB), the times are measured
in seconds, two orders of magnitude above those we registered for XMark. Queries
T0 to T3 search for a single tag. The time for T0 is spent traversing the summary only,
since the tag A is not present in the summary,2 thus no stack entries are built. The
other times can be decomposed into: the constant summary traversal time, equal to
the time for T0; and the time needed to build, check, and prune stack entries.
T1 takes slightly more than T2, which takes more than T3, which is very close to
T0. The reason can be seen by considering the number of resulting paths at the right
in Figure 11: T1 yields many more paths (about 50,000) than T2 (about 10,000) or T3
(about 1,000). Each relevant path is a stack entry to handle.
The time for T4 is the highest, since there are many relevant paths for both nodes.
Furthermore, an entry is created for all NP summary nodes, but many such entries are
discarded due to the lack of NNP descendants. T5, T6 and T7 are some larger queries;
T6 creates some ADJ entries which are discarded later, thus its relatively higher time.
The times for TKn queries decreases as n increases, a tendency correlated with the
number of resulting paths, at the right in Figure 11. Large n values mean more and
more selective queries. Thus, entries in the stacks of nodes towards the beginning of
the query (S, VP) will be pruned due to their lack of required descendants (NP and
PP in the last positions in the query).
The selfparent encoding proved very useful for queries like T4. For this query, we
counted more than 75,000 relevant path pairs (one path for NP, one for NPP), while
with the selfparent encoding only 24,000 stack entries are used. This demonstrates
the value of selfparent pointers in cases where there are many relevant paths, due to
a large summary and/or * query nodes.
5.3 Tree pattern evaluation based on a path-partitioned store
We measured the time needed to evaluate some tree patterns (that is, find the
structural ID tuples corresponding to their matching elements) on a path partitioned

2A

tag dictionary at the beginning of the summary allows detecting erroneous tags directly. We
disabled this feature for this measure.
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Figure 11 Relevant path
computation times on
TreeBank (left) and resulting
relevant path set size (right,
log scale).

store. We identify relevant paths based on the summary, read the ID sequences
for relevant paths, and perform structural joins if needed. For comparison, we also
implemented in XQueC a similar store, but where IDs are partitioned by their tags,
not by their paths, as in [26, 29]. On both stores, the StackTreeDesc [2] structural
algorithm was used to combine structural IDs.
We start by considering the simplest case when looking for the IDs of all nodes of
a given tag. This experiment quantifies the overhead of path partitioning in the case
where the access is not performed by the path. At the top left in Figure 12, we show
the execution times for finding the IDs of the elements corresponding to the queries
//item, //description, //bold, //category on the 111 MB XMark document, as well as the
queries //title and //author on the 128 MB DBLP document. We have chosen these
queries because these tags occur on up to a hundred different paths in the respective

Figure 12 Tree pattern evaluation with path and tag partitioning.
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documents. The execution times at the top left of Figure 12 show that the overhead
of path partitioning, that is, the effort to merge the ID sequences corresponding to
all paths, is quite small.
In general, the effort to produce one output tuple when merging k sequences
is of the order of log2 (k). This effort may remain moderate even for large k
values. Thus, we believe path partitioning does not incur a strong overhead over tag
partitioning, even in the case when all elements of the same tag are required together.
However, excessive fragmentation incurred by path partitioning may raise problems
of a different nature. When loading the TreeBank document in our path-partitioned
store, the number of storage structures filled in by loading (equal to the summary
size, see Table 1) outgrew the default number of files one can simultaneously open
(1,024 on our system). Since we implemented each storage structure as a BerkeleyDB
database hosted in a separated file, this posed problems. We implemented an open
file counter that closed and re-opened files to stay within reasonable limits, but the
more general lesson is that very large numbers of paths may require some careful
engineering of the store.
The other graphs in Figure 12 show the execution times for 10 XPath queries (Q6
on SwissProt, Q9 and Q10 on DBLP, the others on a 111 MB XMark document),
and 6 tree patterns (P1 to P6 on the 111 MB XMark). In Figure 12, path partitioning
achieves important performance improvements (up to a factor of 400 !) over tag
partitioning. This is because often, many paths in a document end in the same tag, yet
only a few of these paths are relevant to a query, and our relevant path computation
algorithm identifies them precisely. For the patterns P1 to P6, we split the binding
time in ID scan and ID structural join. We see that the performance gain of path
partitioning comes from its reduced scan time, confirming the advantage of pathbased indexing over tag-based indexing.
Impact of path minimization Relevant path computation finds that the second tag
in Q1-Q5 is useless (Section 3), thus IDs for those tags are not read in the measures
in Figure 12. Turning minimization off increased the running time by 15% to 45%.

Figure 13 SortedOuterUnion
and Reconstruct performance.
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Table 6 Sample summary-based query unfolding.
Query

document(“xmark.xml”)//person

for $x1 in document(“xmark.xml”)/site
return <site> { for $x2 in $x1/people
return <people> for $x3 in $x2/person
return $x3
</people> }
</site>

5.4 Reconstructing path-partitioned data
We tested the performance of the two document reconstruction methods described
in Section 4.2 on our path-partitioned store. Figure 13 shows the time to build the
full serialized result of //person, //address and //homepage on XMark documents of
increasing sizes. The sorted outer union (denoted SOU in Figure 13) materialized
intermediate results in memory. On the XMark111 document, //person outputs about
15 MB of result. As predicted in Section 4.2, both methods scale up linearly. The
Reconstruct is noticeably faster when building complex elements such as address and
person. Furthermore, as explained in Section 4.2, it uses much less memory, making
it interesting for a multi-user, multi-query setting.
5.5 Conclusions of the experiments
Our experiments have shown that path summaries can be serialized very compactly;
the binary encoded approach yields the best trade-off between compactness and
relevant path computation performance. Our path computation algorithm has robust
performance and produces intelligently-encoded results, even for very complex
summaries. Path partitioning takes maximum advantage of summaries; used in conjunction with structural identifiers and efficient structural joins, it provides for very
selective access methods. Scalable reconstruction methods make path partitioning an
interesting idea in the context of current-day XML databases.

6 Related work
The idea of summarizing semi-structured data can be traced back to the work
on representative objects [41]. Representative objects are meant as a help in formulating queries, and they allow detecting empty-result queries without accessing
the repository. Path summaries have been used as a basis for optimization in
many works [12, 39]. In [12], the authors propose a tree pattern pruning operator
whose task is similar to computing relevant paths. However, the authors only
consider XPath (conjunctive) patterns and do not consider summary-based pattern
minimization. Optimizations proposed in [12], concerning ordering the structural
joins needed to process a conjunctive tree pattern, can easily be adapted to the pathpartitioned storage model.
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Two kinds of optimizations were considered in [24, 39]. (1) Summaries were
used to make queries more specific by replacing node label or path wildcards by
precise paths. This is an important optimization in that context since path query
evaluation was based on navigation in the data graph, with quite poor access locality
and thus poor performance. Precise navigation meant fewer data blocks to visit.
In our context, the presence of structural identifiers allows evaluating path queries
without navigating. Some recent works have shown that navigation and structural
joins combined achieve the best performance [26]. While the basic path-partitioned
model does not provide a persistent tree to navigate in, the two are not fundamentally
incompatible. (2) Path indices were used to evaluate parts of the query’s navigation.
Our data access method selection approach (Section 4) follows directly this idea, with
the difference that we combine such data access plans by more scalable structural
joins, unavailable at the time of [39]. More generally, we have pointed at data access
method selection based on relevant paths, when the storage structures are described
by arbitrary patterns.
Storage models organized based on element paths have been used in [11, 28, 57].
These works exploited more or less explicitly a path summary as a key to the storage
structures. In [28, 57], paths are stored as string attributes in a relational table, and
relevant path computation is performed by string pattern matching. While this is
appropriate for linear path queries, more processing is required for tree pattern
queries, and for complex patterns involving optional nodes. The work described
in [12], discussed above, is the most recent follow-up on [11] regarding summary
usage.
The work on Dataguides [24] advocates using summaries as a basis for path
indexing. Index structures more complex than path indexes have been proposed
e.g. in [30]. A complete F&B index [30] is more complex to build and to maintain
than a path index. Therefore the authors provided alternative schemes building only
partial indices [30, 31, 46]. In contrast, for us the path-partitioned set of IDs is the
storage itself, thus it has to be complete. Complex F&B indices can be added to the
path-partitioned store. If they are restricted to forward navigation and do not use
ID-IDREF connections, they may be described by XAMs and exploited by access
method selection as outlined in Section 4. If backward navigation is used, relevant
path computation becomes more complex, but is still possible.
Path indexing schemes such as APEX [18], the D(k) index [46], and multiresolution indexing [27] only materialize a path in the index if the path appears in
the workload. In particular, multiresolution indexing allows different degrees of
detail to co-exist in the index. This allows the index to closely track the workload
query needs.
Besides indexing, summaries have also been used as a support for cardinality
statistics about an XML tree [20, 45]. The statistic-annotated summary of an XML
tree is built to fit the space budget that the user is willing to pay for the precision of
its estimations. This support for statistics is significantly more complex to build than
a simple path summary. However, a simple summary (as considered in this work),
when used as a support for path cardinalities, is likely to yield poor-quality cardinality
estimations, thus the need for more elaborate schemes [45].
An interesting class of compressed structures is described in [14] and is used as a
basis for query processing. This approach compresses the XML structure tree into
a compact DAG, associating to each DAG node the set of corresponding XML
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element nodes. We have performed measures (omitted for brevity) showing that
the path summary is generally smaller, in some cases by two orders of magnitude,
than this DAG. This is explained by the fact that for two XML nodes to correspond
to a single summary node, a path summary only requires that their incoming paths
be the same. In contrast, the DAG summary introduced in [14] also requires that
the tree structure found below the two nodes be similar. The difference increases in
the presence of recursive, variable and repeated structure. We thus argue that path
summaries are generally much more robust and therefore of practical interest.
In [15], the authors propose a specialized query processing framework based
on the summaries described in [14]. The authors present an approach for handling DAG-compressed structures throughout the query processing steps, which
reduces the risk that the unfolded compressed structure would outgrow the available
memory. In contrast, we make the point that path summaries can be added with
minimal effort into existing XQuery processing systems, and that they marry well
with efficient techniques such as structural identifiers and structural joins.
Path information has been used recently for XPath materialized view-based
rewriting [10] and for access method selection [5, 12]. The summary-based rewriting
algorithm based on materialized views we described in [35] generalizes these approaches. In the present work, we aimed at casting summary-enabled optimization
techniques, including, but not limited to access method selection, in a single framework, and highlight the advantages of the simple path-partitioned storage model for
XML query processing.
The only previous relevant path computation algorithm we could find concerns
simple linear path queries only [1, 24]. It works in memory in a top-down manner
and does not perform any path minimization. The algorithm we have described bears
similarities with existing stack-based tree pattern matching algorithms [13]. Its time
complexity is not surprising, since it follows the results of [25]. Its advantage is to
require very little memory, which is a desirable feature given that relevant paths
have to be computed during query optimization, with a small memory budget.
Many works target specifically query minimization, sometimes based on constraints, e.g. [3, 16, 19, 32]. We have outlined the differences between our work
and existing works on minimization under constraints in Section 3.3. Constraints can
be obtained from an (a priori) XML Schema or from a summary extracted from
the data. A first big advantage of summary-based minimization (and optimization
in general) is that it can apply even when schemas are unavailable (a frequent
case [37]) and can use information that even an available schema doesn’t provide, as
our example at the end of Section 3.3 shows. Constraint-independent minimization
techniques such as [19] are orthogonal to our work and can be combined.
With respect to path partitioning, we considered the task of retrieving IDs
satisfying given path constraints as in [10, 12, 39] and show that structural IDs
and joins efficiently combine with path information. Differently from [10, 12, 39]
which assume available a persistent tree structure, we also considered the difficult
task of re-building XML subtrees from a path-partitioned store. We studied an
extension of an existing method and proposed a new one, faster and with much lower
memory needs.
Complex, richer XML summaries have also been used for data statistics;they
tend to grow large, thus only limited-size subsets are kept [44]. Since path indices
represent the store itself in our context, we must keep it complete.
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The starting point of this work is the XQueC compressed XML prototype [7, 8].
The contributions of this paper on building and exploiting summaries for optimization have a different scope. An early version of this work has been presented in an
informal setting, within the French database community only [34]. A 2-pages poster
based on this work has been recently published [9].

7 Conclusion and perspectives
We have described a practical approach for building and exploiting path summaries
as metadata in a persistent XML repository, i.e., information about the structure encountered in the XML document. We have shown how summaries can be combined
with path partitioning to achieve efficient, selective data access, a plus for processing
queries with complex navigation requirements.
Our own experience developing the summary was first included in our XQueC
[7, 8] XML compression project. Subsequently, we isolated it out of the XQueC
prototype and found it useful in some applications which we briefly describe below.
Our summary library is freely available [55].
Apprehending varied-structure data sources In the framework of the INEX3 collaborative effort, we concentrated on designing an integrated conceptual model out
of heterogeneously-structured bibliographic data sources. As a side effect of building
summaries, XSum also generates image files of such summaries [55]. We used this
feature to get acquainted with the sources and visualize their structure. This is in
keeping with the initial Dataguide philosophy of using summaries for exploring data
sets [24].
Physical data independence We developed a materialized view management tool
for XQuery, called ULoad [5]. This tool includes a query rewriting module based
on views, which naturally leads to containment and equivalence problems. ULoad
judges containment and equivalence under summary constraints, thus exploiting
summaries and path annotations.
Query unfolding An ongoing work in the Gemo group requires a specific form
of query unfolding. As soon as an XQuery returns some elements found by some
unspecified navigation path in the input document (that is, using the descendant
axis), the query must be rewritten so that it returns all elements on the path from
the document root to the returned node, not just the returned node as regular XPath
semantics requires. For instance, the query //person in an XMark document must be
transformed into the query in Table 6. This work is still ongoing.
Perspectives Our ongoing work focuses on adding to the XSum library a version
of the containment and equivalence algorithms implemented in ULoad. We are
also considering the joint usage of summary and schema information for XML

3 INEX

stands for Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Information Retrieval; see http://inex.is.
informatik.uni-duisburg.de.
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tree pattern query rewriting and containment; we anticipate that this combined usage
provides increased information and thus more opportunities for optimization.
We are also currently extending ULoad to support XQuery updates; accordingly,
we expect to implement summary maintenance under data modifications in XSum. It
is to be noted that summary maintenance has very low complexity, using our notion
of summary [24], thus we do not expect this to raise difficult issues.
Acknowledgements The authors are grateful to Christoph Koch for providing us with his XML
compressor code [14], and to Pierre Senellart for sharing with us his query unfolding application.
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